Inspire
Thank you for purchasing the Dabtastic Inspire vaporizer. With advanced heating technology and newest
vaping technology that you could gain an incomparable vaping experience. We hope you enjoy the
quality and performance of our new vaporizer.
To ensure safety using and optimal performance of your Inspire please read the entire manual carefully.

Main Features
High efficient fast baking (10-20S)
Variable taste heating model (Fast/Medium/Slow)
Adjustable Vaping time 3-9 mins
Standalone stainless steel air path
Ceramic heating chamber
Temperature range from 320F-439F
Last setting memory function
Bubbler (place water for higher performance)
Oled display for visible temperature heating
Changeable 2500mAh Samsung original high performance battery.

Special Notes
A.Activate Inspire
Put battery into Inspire, screw on the bottom lid. Five clicks on power button to turn on. If it can not be
powered on after five clicks, use USB charger connecting Inspire to electricity, then it can be activated
and powered on automatically.
B.Heating Models
Fast Model: Heating up with high watts, and sustaining your target temperature with medium watts, this
model is for fast and high efficient baking experience.
Medium Model: Heating up with medium watts, and sustaining your target temperature with medium
watts.
Slow Model: Heating up with low watts, and sustaining your target termperature with low watts, this
model can be a power saving model. It is suitable for low temperature requested baking materials, such
as fragrant baking.

Smart Vaporizer
Uplifting
(320F-330F)
Centered, calm, stress free, peaceful.

Balanced
(330F-390F)
Euphoric, creative, sensual, laughter, hunger.

Intense
(390F-439F)
Painless, relaxed, liberated, insightful.

Set proper temperature to enjoy your vape life.

Specification
Brand: Dabtastic
Model: Inspire
Dimensions: 98mm x 35mm x 28mm
LCD 0. 69"OLED
Color: Black, Silver
Battery Capacity: Changeable 2500mAh Samsung 18650 battery
Heating Chamber: Ceramic
Heating Model: Fast / Medium/ Slow
Weight: 0.4kg
Charging current: 1A
Temperature Range: 320F----439F
Warranty: 6 months

Package Content
1 pcs Inspire
2 pcs Mouthpiece metal filter
1 pcs Bubbler
1 pcs User book
1 pcs Brush
1 pcs Dabber

Operation Guidelines
Turn On/Off:
Five clicks on power button to turn on or off.

Fill Oven:
Unscrew mouth tip, pack materials into chamber, then replace mouth tip.

Temperature Adjustment:
Press + / - button to select the temperature.

Temperature Lock / Unlock:
Press + / - button at the same time for three seconds to enter into setting mode, and choose
Lock/Unlock function. Then press the power button to confirm the setting.

Heating Model Setting:
Press +/- button at the same time for 3 seconds to access Inspire menu, then chose proper heating
model (Fast/Medium/Slow). Press the power button to confirm your setting.

Vaping Time Setting:
Press +/- button at the same time for 3 seconds to access Inspire menu, then chose proper vaping time
(between 3-9 minutes). Press power button to confirm your setting.

Water Bubbler:
In order to use the bubbler turn it upside down, then add water. Do not overfill. After adding water
reverse the bubbler back, and suck on the mouthpiece one time in order to prevent water from leaking.

Special Notices:
Please make sure water is not leaking out of the bubbler before attaching it to the vaporizer, nor should
you blow back into the bubbler. Both these actions may cause damage to your vaporizer.

LED indicator:
Red: Hold the power button for 3 seconds until it lights up red. This indicates that the Inspire is now
heating.
Blue: When fully heated the light will shine blue. You may now begin your vaping session. (If you don't
touch any of the Inspire buttons within 3-9 minutes when it is in vaping models, it will turn off
automatically. If you want to use other vaping models please turn on Inspire and use it again).

Charging
Charge your Inspire vaporizer for 3 hours. The OLED display will show the battery status, when it is it
fully charged take off the charging cable. You can also take the battery out of your Inspire and charge it
with your 18650 charger.

Tips
For best vaping experience, please do not overpack the heating chamber with your materials. This will
ensure easy air flow passage for even heating. In the case that vapor is not being released, use the
packing tool to gently stir the product within the chamber.
Clean Heating Chamber: use the brush tool to gently clean the walls of the heating chamber.
Clean the Filter: use a paper clip or a pin and insert within the holes. Push all the way through to ensure
clear airway, then wipe clean with a cloth.
Clean the Mouthpiece: Use a cotton swab and wipe the inner part of the mouthpiece then wipe with a
damp paper towel.
When you finish your vaping cycle turn off the device and place in a secure location.

Important Information
WARNINGS:
BATTERY!
Unit contains Lithium-ion batteries, please be sure to discard of them in a proper receptacle. Do not
overcharge it; Do not short circuit it.

CAUTION HOT!
Unit may become hot after long periods of usage. Refrain from coming in direct contact with main
heating chamber when hot and keep the unit away from all flammable material. Do not leave the unit
unattended when the heat is turned on or while the unit is still hot.
DISCLAIMER
This vaporizer is designed as a mobile solution for the practitioners of aromatherapy and should be used
for dry herbal blends.
This unit is not intended for use with illegal substances and is intended for adults over the age of 18.
Keep away from children.
The manufacturer is not responsible for any damage or personal injury caused by inappropriate,
incorrect or irresponsible use.

WARRANTY
THE Warranty period starts at the time of product's original purchased by the first end-user. An original
bill of sale is required to redeem the warranty. The product may consist of several different parts and
different parts may consist of several different parts and different parts may be covered by a different
warranty period depending on the life cycle of each part. The warranty period for the Inspire vaporizer
will be 6 months for electronics, heating chamber, structural integrity, and attachments. The warranty
does not include the ion battery.
These instructions were written in this manuals for user must be strictly observed as they are extremely
important to ensure safety using and maintenance of the vaporizer. Please keep this brochure for future
reference.

